
"I promise that this will be the final column about REGION for a
long time."

That was the opening sentence of my column last month.
What if this month I cover the brand-new MEMLIMIT JCL param-

eter? It's not REGION! It's MEMLIMIT. Technically, I'm keeping my
promise.

Perhaps I was a tad hasty last month, ignorant as I was about MEM-
LIMIT. What a difference a month makes. I have spent a considerable
amount of time over the past several weeks digging into the new z/OS
64-bit storage features. Once you enter this territory, you can't help but
encounter the MEMLIMIT JCL parameter.

WHAT IS MEMLIMIT?

MEMLIMIT is to 64-bit storage what REGION is to 24 and 31-bit
storage, although not exactly. Here are a few hard and fast facts about
MEMLIMIT, which first appeared as a JCL keyword in z/OS V1R2:

▼ Can be coded on either JOB or EXEC, just like REGION
▼ JOB overrides step-level EXEC, just like REGION
▼ Applies limit ONLY to 64-bit storage, nothing else
▼ Smallest allowed value is megabytes ("M"), largest is petabytes

("P")
▼ With one exception, has no cross-functionality with REGION

This final point, cross-functionality with REGION, needs a bit more
explanation. The only instance that I have found where the value coded
for REGION impacts the value of MEMLIMIT is in the REGION=0M
case. Further, I am writing this from the point of view of the docu-
mented default behavior of REGION=0M, not any site-specific modi-
fications via SMF and/or an IEFUSI exit.

Consider this explanation from the z/OS V1R4 JCL Reference,
Section 20.12.3—MEMLIMIT Defaults:

If no MEMLIMIT parameter is specified [in the JCL], the default is
the value defined to SMF, except when REGION=0K/0M is specified,
in which case the default is NOLIMIT.

Individual sites may elect to alter the MEMLIMIT default limit by
way of SYS1.PARMLIB entries as well as IEFUSI exit modifications.
However, the out-of-the-box default behavior is: When REGION=0M
then MEMLIMIT=NOLIMIT.

MEMLIMIT IS NOT EXACTLY THE SAME AS
REGION

In the previous section, I wrote that MEMLIMIT is to 64-bit storage
what REGION is to 24 and 31-bit but not exactly. What do I mean by
"not exactly?"

If you have been following my recent series of columns on
REGION, you should be aware of the fact that the REGION parameter
is a bit more complex than it first appears.

Taking REGION at face value, it would appear to set a hard-and-fast,
single number maximum for the amount of REGION (storage) that an
address space can acquire. And in fact, it does establish limits—two of
them—one for 24-bit and another one for 31-bit.

However, due to the long history of MVS, the modern functionality
of REGION must incorporate differences between 24 and 31-bit
amounts of storage. This is where a good deal of confusion comes in:
The dual nature of the limits established by REGION.

With MEMLIMIT there is no such duality. It applies only to 64-bit
storage. If you coded: MEMLIMIT=100M on a JOB card, all steps in
that job should expect to have 100 megabytes of 64-bit storage avail-
able to them.

Historically, this is how REGION used to work back in the days
before 31-bit addressing was introduced. Now, since 64-bit address-
ing is new to the mainframe world, the MEMLIMIT parameter
operates much like the REGION parameter did back in a pure 24-
bit world (pre-XA—Extended Addressability—1982). I guess we'll
have to wait for 128-bit storage to have MEMLIMIT start acting
like REGION!

USE OF 64-BIT STORAGE

Certainly, some z/OS sites have already begun to utilize 64-bit stor-
age. Many others might not even be aware of how to use it and may or
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may not be exploiting it. This is an evolving
issue. I first encountered 64-bit storage uti-
lization in a third-party product. This forced
my hand and made me research it. IBM, no
doubt, is moving rapidly to exploit this huge
new realm of virtual storage in their many
mainframe products, particularly products
like DB2.

I recall how long it took for the ISPF editor
to begin to take advantage of 31-bit storage.
About four or five years after the initial intro-
duction of XA, ISPF 3.1 came along and sud-
denly the editor was using 31-bit storage. But
this took a number of years to happen.

The immediate benefit to the ISPF user
back then (around 1989) was a large increase
in the size of files that could be edited. I pre-
dict that a similar enhancement awaits the
ISPF editor—the usage of 64-bit storage to
hold even BIGGER files. We'll just have to
wait and see.

Right now, the typical units of work running
on z/OS (batch jobs, TSO/ISPF sessions, etc)
are probably not using much, if any, 64-bit
storage. It takes a deliberate effort to use 64-
bit storage. Most common mainframe pro-
gramming languages do not yet have any
native syntax available to them to exploit 64-
bit storage. The lone exception to this (right
now) is High-Level Assembler (HLASM).

RESTRICTIONS OF 64-BIT STORAGE

Perhaps the single biggest restriction to using 64-bit storage is the
fact that no programs can execute up there, above the bar, so to speak.
While recent z/OS releases have introduced AMODE(64) as a recog-
nized addressing mode, there is still no such thing as RMODE(64)—
residency mode, or where the executing program code resides.

This may or may not change in the future. We will just have to wait
and see what IBM chooses to do long term.

Another restriction on 64-bit storage is that there is only a single
IBM-supplied macro that allows a program to acquire, free, etc., such
storage. It is named IARV64. Figure 1 shows an example of the use of
IARV64 to acquire 64-bit storage.

This has the effect of restricting 64-bit storage use to High-Level
Assembler programs. Such programs might be called subroutines or
mainline programs but for now, if an executable program wants to use
64-bit storage, it must use IARV64.

REALLY BIG NUMBERS

There is another factor when dealing with 64-bit virtual storage: Big
numbers. I had to do some research into the newer, "G" class of HLASM
instructions to deal with some of these enormously large numbers.

The "G" (some refer to them as grande) instructions are needed
when performing traditional data manipulation such as loading regis-
ters and converting binary numbers to packed-decimal. Figure 2 shows
a brief example of several "G" Assembler instructions.

CONCLUSION

Eventually, 64-bit storage utilization will become routine. IBM,
third-party software vendors and in-house use of 64-bit storage will
grow as more software begins to make use of it. This might take awhile
though.

Right now, in late 2005, most utilizations of above the bar storage
are for massive buffering and DBIM (database in memory). This alone
is a great use. If I may be so bold as to make a prediction, I'm guessing
that in the next few years, we will see more and more z/OS software
become 64-bit capable.

As this begins to occur, you will want to review the MEMLIMIT
parameter and your site defaults for its settings. Right now, you might
not even need to use it.

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of Concentrated Logic
Corporation, a Glendale Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design.
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GET64BIT IARV64 REQUEST=GETSTOR,                                      X
SEGMENTS=VS64,                                          X
ORIGIN=ORIGADDR,                                        X
COND=YES

.

.
VS64     DC ADL8(1)               . 1 Meg of 64-bit
ORIGADDR DS AD                    . 64-bit Origin Address

FIGURE 1: THE IARV64 MACRO IN HIGH-LEVEL ASSEMBLER. IARV64 IS THE ONLY CURRENT
METHOD AVAILABLE TO MANIPULATE 64-BIT STORAGE. THIS EXAMPLE SHOWS THE SYNTAX
FOR ACQUIRING A ONE MEGABYTE PIECE OF 64-BIT STORAGE AND RETURNING THE
ADDRESS OF THE ACQUIRED STORAGE IN THE ORIGIN= ADDRESS.

MVC REGMASK4,WSMASK2                  . Move MASK to acquired stg
LG  R4,RAXLVMEMLIM                    . Load 64-bit Max into R4

CVDG R4,S64MAX               . Convert to packed
.
.
WSMASK2  DC  XL22'40206B2020206B2020206B2020206B2020206B202020'

DC  XL20'6B2020206B2020206B2020206B2020206B202120'
.
.
REGMASK4 DS XL42                      . Edit here - preserve reentrancy
S64MAX   DS CL16                      . 64 bit storage max

FIGURE 2: "G" HLASM INSTRUCTIONS. THIS EXAMPLE SHOWS THE USE OF THE LG AND
CVDG INSTRUCTIONS TO MANIPULATE 64-BIT NUMBERS AND REGISTERS. NOTE THAT THE
CVDG INSTRUCTION CREATES A 31-POSITION (DECIMAL) PACKED NUMBER—16 BYTES IN
LENGTH. IN THIS CODE SNIPPET, THE PROGRAM IS REENTRANT AND HAS ACQUIRED TRADI-
TIONAL 31-STORAGE VIA THE STORAGE MACRO TO USE AS ITS "WORKING STORAGE." THE
FIELD NAMED RAXLVMEMLIM RESIDES IN THE IBM CONTROL BLOCK MAPPED BY DSECT
IARRAX AND IS THE MEMLIMIT VALUE FOR THE ADDRESS SPACE, STORED IN MEGABYTES.

TIP OF THE MONTH:

IBM documentation refers to chunks of 64-bit storage as mem-
ory objects. The smallest memory object that may be acquired by
an IARV64 GETSTOR request is one megabyte.


